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Overview in Manufacturing Industry

The globalization and competition in this kind of industry is

unpredictable and is happening in the marketing world.

Customer news

・The product cycle is short ・Demand diversification

Political Economy

・Deregulation ・Globalization and labor force

Strong Competition

・Prices ・Needs for new development

Social trend

・Depends on the decrease of population

・decrease in labor ・low birthrate and high ageing population

Increase of IT programs

・System WEB ・Downsizing

Overview in Manufacturing Industry

In this competitive environment, the numbers of factories, companies, 

workers and offices in Japan are decreasing. However, the local 

employment is bearing this kind of industry in Japan and is 

supporting it.

As a whole, if you are going to look to the products and companies

That are stagnant, you can see that there are still a lot of global

shares in this field despite the high competition between them.



Related laws

ＰＬ＝Ｐｒｏｄｕｃｔ Ｌｉａｂｉｌｉｔｙ Act

Product Liability Act is a law made to protect the consumers.

A product is from the maker/manufacturer sold to the dealer then to

the retail store. The purpose of this law is to protect the consumer

from the damages caused by the product. Consumers can jump over

retailers and go directly to manufacturer’s faultless liability and

solve liability for damages

Not only the consumer but also the third parties can take

responsibility if they receive damages.

If an accident occurs because of the item that you made and other

people also get injured, you may be held liable.

Don’t let someone get injured from the things that you made.



Lawsuit cases

①Fire from a lighter

During work, a worker made explosive flame accidentally and

was set on fire caused by a lighter he received from the smoking

area.

②Accidental intake of a toy capsule case

A two-year old boy accidentally swallowed a toy capsule. A boy

suffered to hypoxia and a cause a big injury to the brain

③Laryngeal injury caused by contaminated juice case

The victim was eating a hamburger and an orange juice with a

friend. While drinking the juice, she accidentally swallowed

“something” that injured her throat then vomited after that.

④Electric pot burn case

The victim suffered from a severe burn to her head, stomach and

legs after the electric pot fell to her.



The Elements in 
Manufacturing



The 3 elements in manufacturing [QCD]

①. Quality control

②. Cost control

③. Delivery control

A good product has these 3 qualities…

「high quality」
「Affordable」
「Fast delivery」

However、
① If we prioritize the delivery → the quality will go down?

② If we prioritize the quality → the cost will go up？
③ If we prioritize the delivery → the cost will go up?

In the manufacturing industry,

Improve the quality, decrease the price, short the delivery time.

These things might seem easy but it is actually hard to get done.

Determine and plan the priority of each. The priority order for QCD

must be understand clearly and then the right production planning

comes after.

Quality Control

The product and service represent how good the quality is. It

specifies the function and performance of your work and whether the

quality and errors of each work are stable.

Be aware of the phrase, 「Ｑｕａｌｉｔｙ Ｆｉｒｓｔ」



Quality Control

「「QUALITY」 refers to、

① Quality in use ② design quality ③ manufacturing quality

They are separated by these 3.

① Quality in use→ After actually using the product

② Design quality→ defined base on①、determined product

③ Manufacturing quality→ After the manufacturing

The ③ occurs inside the factory.

To raise this, variation and deviation should be done.

Quality Assurance

Systematically builds procedure to make sure that the customer is

satisfied with the quality required by them.

Cost control

Cost control is the practice of identifying and reducing business

expenses to increase profits, and it starts with the budgeting process.

No matter how good your product is, it won’t be sold if it’s too

expensive.

On the other hand, if a product is too cheap, the customers will doubt

the quality and it won’t make a business.

Cost is about putting the “right price”.

For the sake of cost control

① Costing→Calculate the expenses during the manufacture

② Costing control→Set the standard cost and compare and analyze

the actual cost amount



Delivery Cost

It basically means delivering and presenting but…

Generally, it is about the deliver, time, speed and others. It also

indicates whether the system for producing and delivering

quantitative items are at the right time, and also the sufficiency of it.

It is hard to make the business last if a company does not have good

delivery service. Customers won’t trust the company if it is not

obeying the delivery time and procedure.

Delivery Control

For Delivery Control…

① Production Planning

→set production procedure

② Man-hour Planning

→Calculate and compare man-workers and machines

③ Schedule

→「What」「Where」「Deadline」 Separate large and detailed

scheduled each and explain clearly.

④ Material Planning

→Determine the order of materials required and the delivery

date.

Moreover,

⑤ Progress Planning

→Check the progress and date

⑥Work load control

→Check if the actual workload and planning are almost the

same.



Manufacturing 
Industry



Procurement （Purchasing department）

Negotiate the price/parts of the items to be incorporated into the

product and then ensure to deliver.

Follow the profit improvement and then prevent the production delay.

The results are expected to the company by the person in charge in

procurement.

POINT:

After all, the role of the procurement and purchasing department was

to lower the price through negotiations.

However, in reality, it is not just about those things. The role is to

also cost the product right. For this to do, you need to have

production and processing knowledge.

In addition, you will also need costing skills to know and have and

understanding of what kind of process the supplier does.

※You can not negotiate with the supplier to lower their cost with just

simple negotiation.

It is important to grope the cost reduction due to procedure change

and specification change.

Both sides (supplier and subcontractor) should think that they are

“partners”.



Stock（Inventory control department）

Inventory control department is the one in charge in keeping the stock,
preventing out of stock cases, and checking the inventory.

Their job is to also control the stock and order counts. Plus…
They will also manage the funds and the amount of stock to improve
production and profit. This is called “Management Operation”.

Product inventory
→ Stocking products properly so the ordered products are always ready to
be delivered
Order production
→ Produce after receiving the order.

Different cases

①Prepare the materials in advance and make them ready for production

②Preparing the materials after receiving an order.
Prepare and stock the materials/parts that are used often. ( parts
inventory)

※For sales planning and production planning, be aware of

these things

① Decide how much you should stock according to your goal.
② Decide how you would order depending on the stock.
③ Decide how to keep and ensure efficient inventory,
④ Have a proper inventory control


